
Speaking about the key features of our models we would like to emphasise that the only 
key feature we found about Salona is that we created really cool, good looking and sail-
ing oriented boats. 
Although we planned the boats to sail well, be safe and fun to use we don't find it as 
something extraordinary, especially if you take have a closer look at our range. Therefore 
having extra drawer in the kitchen, we don't consider to be spectacular reason why you 

should pay more attention to our fleet. But, we strongly believe that our building philos-
ophy is important – we are working hard to create boats that are built up to the highest 
standards in the industry, often in front of the level of the competition with satisfaction of 
the customer in the first place. Having that in mind we would like to mention the features 
that give us competitive edge that helps us to bring Salona closer to you, with our fleet 
that has plenty to offer in different dimensions.   

salona yachts

key features and innovations



PERFORMANCE 
This is the area where our work becomes our passion. 
Highly inspired by the great results of Salonas on regattas 
worldwide we have prepared all our models to sail fast in 
standard configuration. Also it is our specialty to offer the 
boat in IBC specification with basalt bulkheads, different 
carbon rig and underwater setup (keel and rudder) that 
will give you maximum performance. We like going with 
full throttle on don’t you? Optimization of the boats for 
ORC and IRC handicaps is done together with our design 
team depending on your requirements.  

CONSTRUCTION AND SAFETY
Since the beginning Salonas have been famous for their strong and reliable construction. Today we have been using most advanced techniques to maximise their sailing performance, 
in the delicate relation between weight and stiffness of the boat:

Stainless steel frame – Simply, this is the spine of the 
boat. It has been carefully analyzed for perfect weight to 
strength factor with incorporated high safety factor ready 
to overtake more power if needed, more then you can be-
lieve. As we normally take safety with 200% security factor 
(more then required by Germanische Lloyd), this part of 
the boat is more related to good upwind performance of 
the boat. 

Hull construction – Having done first steps in vacuum 
infusion four years ago, going to the next level of vacuum 
infusion with cutting edge VAP membranes (the process 
that are used in building production of Airbuses) was 
natural development in our boat building process.  Ap-
plication of clear gelcoat under the water line for added 
strength and full checkout is performed as well.

Waterproof transom and bow bulkheads – Carefully de-
signed, optimized and mounted on the boat the transom 
and bow bulkheads are completely watertight, thus pre-
venting possibility of serious damage in case the exposed 
parts of the boat (bow and stern) are broken. Due to 
strong sandwich construction these bulkheads add extra 
strength and safety. 



FUNCIONALLITY
No matter how strong or nicely designed your boat is, it will not matter unless you feel 
the joy using your boat on the water. 

Therefore we have improved some areas where we feel you would feel completely happy 
once sailing our boats.

Sail storage area - Like on the pure racing sailboats, the 
front cabin storage area under the berth opens with two 
gas pistons for easy access helping you to work with your 
sails fast and easy through deck window, either on regat-
tas or just helping you in short handed cruising.

Bilge pump with extension pipe – Some extra safety is 
always on our mind and we try to improve it constantly. 
Now your bilge pump is also ready for fast, clean and 
effective draining or pumping the water out of any region 
within the range of 3m helping you to keep your boat dry 
and tidy.

Keel that make you feel – Different keel sections opti-
mised for IRC or ORC or just fast cruising will en able your 
boat to reach optimum performance under the different 
sailing rules. Once optimized for the desired sail plan it 
will make you better feel the boat in your targeted racing 
surroundings. 

Spacious cockpit with two steering wheels and hidden 
main sheet traveller  - Discover this racing optimized 
two steering wheels spacious cockpit with estetical 
hidden main sheet. 
The sailing capabilities of your boat remain at the 
maximum, while using the cockpit area will be opti-
mal during your stay on anchor. 
Easy access to swimming platform will be especially 
appreciated by the children.

Main sheet hooks on the 
coach roof as well as traveller 
at the back– Once the sun 
gets too hot, just open special 
bimini top and enjoy the com-
fort in the cockpit completely 
covered with easily mounted 
cover. With extra mainsheet 
hooks on the coach roof this 
operation becomes easy and 
it brings true spirit of Salona, 
fast performance boat that 
could be used for comfortable 
family cruising in summer.

AESTHETICS 
Adding details to the recognizable Salona silhouette makes the 
boat more sexy and cool looking, at the same time improving 
functional details on the boat.
Catch-eye carbon parts – Carbon parts were reserved just for seri-
ous budgeted yachts, today, Salona adds details in carbon fibre as 
standard equipment. 

Flush hatches – The trend of 
flush hatches is another detail 
brought to Salona from the 
world of sailing super yachts. 
It enables easier movement on 
deck and perfectly blends with 
the exterior design lines.



INTERIOR 
Interior was designed to meet all the needs of the boat owner in the best possible way 
The internal areas are ergonomically designed, usable and comfortable. The modern ap-
proach in interior surfaces with horizintal wood grains.
The saloon recieves plenty of natural light throught port lights and deck hatches. 

Throught the boat you will find appropriate curtains, blackouts and mosquito blinds. 
Interior lights can be tailored to suit your chosen activity or mood. 
Numerous clever storage solutions . 

Galley
Full-size and superbly appointed 
galley 
Wide “Kompact” kitchen work 
surface 
Removable (fold out) work surface 
above oven 
3 burner oven 
Sliding drawers with stopers 

Garbage bin 
80 litre refrigeration box 
50 l refrigeration under sink 
Lots of of storage space in lockers  

Spacious aft cabins
Wide duble  berth 2070 mm length 
Large wardrobes 

50 l refrigeration 
under sink

Full-size and superbly appointed 
galley 

Wide “Kompact” kitchen work 
surface 

Removable (fold out) work surface 
above oven 

3 burner oven

80 litre refrigeration box 

Forward owner’s cabin: - Spacious and com-
fortable, wide central berth 2070 mm lenght, 
sail locker below the bed.

Saloon- Large seat area in saloon, U shape bench seat can be 
converted into a duble bed (optional) , bench with drawer, lots of 
storage under benchs


